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Objectives
1. What the ICF says about coaching vs. therapy
2. The differences between coaching and therapy
3. The similarities between coaching and therapy
4. Myths and fears about therapy and coaching
5. How to refer a client to therapy
6. Therapeutic resources
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What the ICF says about 
coaching vs. therapy
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Therapy: Therapy deals with healing pain, dysfunction and conflict within 
an individual or in relationships. The focus is often on resolving 
difficulties arising from the past that hamper an individual's emotional 
functioning in the present, improving overall psychological functioning, 
and dealing with the present in more emotionally healthy ways. 

Coaching: Professional coaching focuses on setting goals, creating 
outcomes and managing personal change. Coaching supports personal 
and professional growth based on self-initiated change in pursuit of 
specific actionable outcomes. These outcomes are linked to personal 
or professional success. Coaching is future focused. While positive 
feelings/emotions may be a natural outcome of coaching, the primary 
focus is on creating actionable strategies for achieving specific goals in 
one's work or personal life. The emphasis in a coaching relationship is 
on action, accountability and follow through.

What the ICF says:
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How to tell when your client 
may need therapy

1. Client shows a pattern of self-destructive behavior such as 
constantly creating arguments and fights, not listening, etc.

2. Client is not speaking rationally and/or is displaying irrational 
actions.

3. You suspect substance abuse.

4. Client shows a pattern of not following agreed-upon actions.

5. During coaching sessions the conversations repeatedly shift from 
the goals of their coaching program to issues such as marital, 
children, or addiction problems.
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How to tell when your client 
may need therapy

6. Client shows a marked lack of emotion.

7. Client appears anxious and distraught or you notice obsessive 
thoughts or actions.

8. Client avoids certain relevant topics despite your effort to engage 
in a dialogue about these topics.

9. Client does not seem able to focus or constantly jumps from one 
topic to another.

10. You sense that something is not quite “right” (i.e. client’s affect 
doesn’t match what they’re saying; client take offense much too 
easily and frequently; client laughs too loudly at inappropriate 
times, etc.)
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Understanding the differences
between coaching and therapy
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THERAPIST COACH

Must diagnose Must NOT diagnose

Focus is on pathology Focus on achieving specific 
goals, and/or developing better 
competencies, skills and qualities

Focus on intimate relationships 
(family of origin, siblings, friends, 
marriage/ partnership, children)

Focus is primarily on 
relationships involved in setting 
and achieving outcomes of 
coaching program

DIFFERENCES
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THERAPIST COACH

Usually seeks therapy when in 
pain or fear

May seek coaching when in pain 
or fear; can also seek coaching 
when preparing for advancement, 
performance improvement, or 
achieving life goals

Addresses breakdowns and 
vulnerabilities quickly

Offers “distinctions” that may (or 
may not) catalyze a breakdown or 
reveal a vulnerability

Focuses on the client’s mental 
and/or emotional states

Can work in all the domains of a 
client’s life

DIFFERENCES
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Understanding the similarities
between coaching and therapy
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THERAPIST COACH
Relationship is built on mutual trust, 
mutual respect, and mutual freedom 
of expression

Relationship is built on mutual trust, 
mutual respect, and mutual freedom 
of expression

No agenda for individual client 
sessions while holding long-term 
goals in mind

No agenda for individual client 
sessions while holding long-term 
goals in mind

Must know if a client is on meds Must know if a client is on meds (How 
to make inquiries without violating 
HPPA)**

Must ask for permission to 
collaborate on behalf of client 

Must ask for permission to 
collaborate on behalf of client 

SIMILARITIES
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THERAPIST COACH
Works with what’s alive for the client 
right here, right now

Works with what’s alive for the client 
right here, right now

Creates an environment of emotional 
safety and freedom

Creates an environment of emotional 
safety and freedom

Can have a stigma of shame, “What’s 
wrong with me?” 

Can have a stigma of shame, “What’s 
wrong with me? Why am I stuck? Why 
do I need help?”

Therapist trusts that most clients 
have the capacity to self-generate & 
work with their issues

Coach trusts that most clients have 
the capacity to self-generate & work 
with their issues

Issues of Transference and counter-
transference

Issues of Transference and counter-
transference

SIMILARITIES
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Myths and fears about 
therapy and/or coaching
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1. Seeking therapy will negatively affect my reputation.

2. If I see a therapist, I’ll have to go to therapy for the rest of my life.

3. I may uncover issues that will overwhelm me, and I don’t want to face 
them right now.

4. Why should I go to therapy when everyone has the same problems 
(drinking, marital issues, childhood issues, etc.)?

5. If I need to see a therapist, there’s something wrong with me, but 
everyone could use a coach now and then.

6. I should be able to handle this situation by myself.

MYTHS & FEARS
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How to refer a client to therapy
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What could get in your way of 
referring a client to therapy?

1. Fear of losing a coaching client 

2. Fear of losing my reputation as an effective coach

3. Fear of over-stepping “coaching” boundaries by talking about therapy

4. Fear of insulting or angering the client

5. Fear that the client won’t go to therapy and won’t have coaching as a 
support system either

6. Other:
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Nonviolent Communication
Model

Language

Observation: When I notice that… …you avoid talking about…
…there seems to be upset about…
…anger consistently comes up about

Feelings: I feel very concerned… …troubled
…unclear/unsure
…conflicted

Needs: I’d really like to help you over-
come _____, that is keeping you 
stuck, and it’s out of my scope of 
practice.

…the addiction  
…the anger and resentment
…the hurt and shame
…the fear

Request: Would you be willing to see …a very skilled therapist 
…someone who specializes in…
…a colleague that I’m confident in

REFERRAL LANGUAGE
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1. For clients who have employee benefits: Employee Assistance 
Program insurance provisions and providers 

2. Establish your own referral network of therapists, medical 
providers, etc. whom you trust to work with your coaching clients

3. Your recommendations/local resources?
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ONGOING COACHING SUPPORT

1. For your client: Maintain appropriate connection with your client so that 
they continue to feel supported in their growth and change 
(i.e.- phone/email/cards to check in at mutually agreed-upon times)

2. For you: Get a “mentor coach” or a therapist colleague to coach you 
through this difficult situation.

3. Other:


